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 OVERVIEW 

         This e-book aims to deepen and widen the knowledge of the readers 
in building a better and stronger relationship through the help of 
sexual intercourse to your partner. It opens the minds and the hearts 
of every reader to a new concept and a better perspective about 
making your relationship full of smiles and creating a stronger 
foundation of love between one another by means of sexual 
intercourse. Also it offers all the deeper knowledge about how sex 
can affect and make the bond and relationship of the lovers in many 
ways and different processes. It provides the readers to attain and to 
understand every way or tip in building a strong relationship through 
the help of sex. Lastly, this e-book helps you to understand more how 
sex plays in each relationship and how vital it is, using the knowledge 
you will achieve in reading the content of this e-book, you will know 
what is the real purpose of sex in each relationship and how can it 
improve your bond between one another from the beginning until the 
end.



          INTRODUCTION

         

        



         Sex, a simple word yet can evoke a kaleidoscope of emotions, 
expressions and love. Which can be considered as a very significant 
and powerful tool in love and everlasting relationships. Starting from 
love, excitement and tenderness to longing, anxiety and 
disappointment hence the reactions are different from one another 
and varied from sexual experiences themselves. It is very evident that 
nowadays, many people will encounter all these emotions and many 
others in the course of a sex life spanning several decades. Sex feels 
great when you’re indulging in it with someone you love the most and 
someone you love passionately, On the other hand, some would say, 
sex is overrated, and others believe otherwise. But in the contratry, 
sex can really help you beyond your bedroom and can create a very 
strong relationships. There are many things you can do to make your 
relationship strong through sexual intercourse. Your sexual being 
goes hand in hand with your overall mental, physical, and emotional 
health. 

        LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

       - To deepen and widen your knowledge about sex and relationship.

      - To further enhance your understanding about how sex plays as a vital 
role in a relationship.

      - To make a relationship which is stronger and better through sex.



      

      - To earn new perspective about how sex can improve relationships in 
varied ways.

      - To know more how sex can affects a relationship.

      - To be an independent in every choice and act you do.

      - To learn how to make your partner happy with you.

       - To learn how to avoid mistakes while in a relationship.

       - To be ready for a greater opportunities about your relationship.

         Sex is more than just a physical act. It is a tool that can help your 
relationship physically, mentally, and emotionally. Discover the many 
ways an active sex life can strengthen your relationship with your 
partner. 

         Love that lasts is the result of partners embedding themselves in 
each other’s brains in a positive way. Memory circuits and pleasure 
get all wound up together so that the other person becomes integral 
to the very structure of your brain, and you become part of the 
structure of his.



        

         On the other hand, stage of sex is just another hormone-driven bodily 
function designed to perpetuate the species. Of course, that narrow 
view underestimates the complexity of the human sexual response. In 
addition to the biochemical forces at work, your experiences and 
expectations help shape your sexuality. Your understanding of 
yourself as a sexual being, your thoughts about what constitutes a 
satisfying sexual connection, and your relationship with your partner 
are key factors in your ability to develop and maintain a fulfilling sex 
life.

         Sex can be a much more passionate experience when you share it 
with a meaningful partner. Sex may feel like a mere means of 
pleasure and fun but there is a lot of good that it can do for your 
relationship. To some people sex may seem overrated, but this e-
book will explain and give a detailed understanding why sex is 
significant in life and how it builds up a healthy relationship. 

         Reasons why there is sex in a romantic relationships 

         In one of the research that was conducted, the researchers 
considered two broad categories of reasons why there is sex in each 
romantic relationships.

          Approach goals: A person having sex for these reasons is focused on 
pursuing positive outcomes in their relationship, such as enhancing 
intimacy or feeling closer to a partner.



          

          Avoidance goals: A person having sex for these reasons is focused on 
averting negative outcomes in their relationship, such as conflict or 
disappointing a partner.

         

        Aspects why sex plays a very important role in every relationships

         Sex can be used for pleasure, for relaxation, for fun, frolic, and social 
status. You’ve heard of it and may even have had sex for all the above 
reasons, but can a tumble in the hay be serious matter? Why is sex 
important and how can it change your perception in building up a stronger 
and better relationships.

         

         You knew that having sex with a loved one is one of the best ways to 
get a good night’s sleep. But did you know that a good round of 
making out in bed can restore your energy levels on days when you 
are feeling low? Did you know that lovemaking is nature’s best 
medicine against depression and anxiety? Then here are the detailed 
explanation and deeper understanding of how sex can strengthen 
and builds up a relationship.

       15 ways how sex can strengthen and builds up a healthy, romantic and 
long lasting relationships

         Keeps you connected

         Sex is an intimate experience, which can bring you closer to your 
partner not just physically but emotionally. Your bedroom chemistry 
can also improve the chemistry in your relationship. A sexless 
relationship can become vulnerable over time and therefore, you 
need sex to keep the fire burning.

          



         Removes stress and anxiety

         With the kind of lives we live, stress has become an integral part of it. 
This often takes a toll on your relationship. However, research shows 
that sex releases a feel-good chemical in the brain, which reduces 
stress levels. Instead of resorting to antidepressants, engage in a 
heated sex session to improve your well-being and strengthen your 
relationship. 

         This is a great path to put a new level in your step and restore your 
energy, and of course to forget about your fatigue and long day work.

         Experts say people who have regular sex respond better to stress 
than people who don’t.

         



         Keeps the fire and romance

         Sex may seem like a physical activity but it has an emotional appeal 
to it. It causes the body to release oxytocin, which is also called the 
love hormone that will make you feel that you need to love and trust 
your partner. 

         Having sex frequently will create a feeling of well-being, which is why 
you fall asleep so easily after doing it.

        That means that intercourse helps both your body and your mind.

        There's nothing to worry and unhealthy about it.

         Keeps the hormones balanced

          It is often mentioned that being sexually active will calm stress but apart 
from that it also helps your body maintain hormonal balance. This 
hormonal balance will calm other emotional problems like depression and 
anxiety and will also increase fertility. 

         Keeps you both healthy

         Sex can also benefit your overall health. Sex can also make you more 
flexible. It also acts as a metabolic and immune booster and can also 
fight the ageing process. This ensures that it not only keeps you and 
your partner healthy but also keeps your relationship vibrant.

          Improves bladder control

         You might not have issues holding your bladder now, but it's bound to 
happen in the future. However, if you have sex often enough, 
your bladder control will improve. It's probably not your main 
reason for having intercourse, but it's certainly a great benefit.



         

         Relieves pain

         Sex can actually cure a migraine. It makes the pain disappear, so if 
you're not feeling the greatest, having sex could be a great choice.

          Glowing skin

          Having frequently sex makes your skin better and glows like a teen. 
You'll have a certain glow to you that isn't only due to your happiness.

         Live longer

         Like the saying, having orgasm a day can keep the doctor away.

         In order for the optimal health benefits, having an orgasm every 24 
hours keeps the health benefits at their maximum and the levels of 
oxytocin, estrogen and testosterone consistently flowing.

         

         Food for Thought!

         Not only that, but regular sex can improve cardiovascular health, 
reduce risks of prostate cancer and even reduce the possibility of 
osteoporosis.

         



         Makes You Happier

         Sex can help boost your mood. Sex stimulates certain parts of your 
brain that not only give you pleasure, but relax and de-stress you as 
well. The less stressed you and your partner are, the happier your 
relationship will go. 

         Sex can make your relationship happier in many ways.

         The human body is wired and easily manipulated by nerves. All the 
nerves in the human body come to roost in the brain. A good 
encounter in bed floods the brain with chemicals that relax the brain. 
Researchers have documented that this flooding dulls pain and 
reduces stress levels. 

         Its effects on the human body energy levels and creativity are less 
researched and documented. It is known that high levels of energy 
are needed for bursts of creativity. To make this energy boosts, sex is 
the only way, in short a superb sex.

         A positive jolt with romance in bed gives the human biochemical 
system is unbeatable.

          

         

         



         Food for Thought!

          Having sex with your partner can get the creative juices flowing and help 
increase focus. If you have an interview or a big work coming up and you 
need to be at your best, do not abstain from sex. A strong physical 
relationship will ensure that you stay on top of yourself.

         Enhance relationship- esteem

         Having sex increases the level of confidence: It helps you feel 
confident in your body, your abilities, your feelings, and your 
relationship. This confidence boost is not only helpful for your own 
self-esteem, but your assurance in your relationship as a whole and 
your love.

         High self esteem

         Giving some time to one another shows each other that you are 
committed and you are in love with each other.

         Having some quality lip locking time does the trick just as well and 
keeping the love and romance in your relationship makes your 
relationship stronger.

         Helps you rekindle your love between one another

         Sex with your partner is an act of love, most of us know that thing. So 
what better way to strengthen your relationship than to actively 
engage in a loving activity? If busy schedules or any other 
preventative issues are blocking your sex life, make time, whether it’s 
tonight or this weekend, for sex. It'll be a good way to remember and 
renew your feelings and love.

        

         



         Removes Boredom

        When you spend tons of time with your husband or wife, things can 
get boring especially when you run out of things to do hence sex is 
always a great activity to resort to and it is very interesting activity for 
a couple. 

         It’s something that'll never get stale, because there will always be 
plenty of new moves and styles to try out especially the positions.

         It is fun thing to do especially when private

         Why would you stop yourself from doing something fun?

         When you're with the right person who you love the most, you'll love 
every second you spend with them, especially the time you spend 
naked.

        Food for thought!

         A relationship is meant to make you happier, so all the fun is part of a 
job.

         Makes your relationship spontaneous

         Unscheduled or unplanned sex can do wonders for your 
relationship. Adding fire and spice with your love life increases levels 
of passion for each other and puts spontaneity back in your 
relationship, making you both feel better about your commitment to 
each other.

         

         



         

         Sex is a great way to recharge at the end of the day and to break up 
your routine. 

        If you do the usual routine every day, try throwing in sexy 
time randomly. 

       This will keep your relationship hot and spontaneous.

       10. Strengthens Your Bond

        The physicality of sex literally connects you, but that connection can 
strengthen your relationship emotionally, too. The closeness 
experienced during sex increases your intimacy and is a good 
reminder of your commitment and partnership.

         Being close to one another is not just an imagination. The brain 
releases oxytocin during sex, which is called the "cuddle hormone." 
Which results, both of you feel a stronger bond. And in between the 
craziness and business of daily life, getting it on can be a great way 
to get close.

         One of the most obvious reasons why sex is important, 
of course being intimate with one another is going to bring you two 
closer and knitted to one another.

         The simple fact that you are seeing each other naked is enough to 
bring you closer.

        11. It makes you feel sexy

         Both of you know that you find each other sexy hence after the initial 
honeymoon stage, sometimes couples forget to remind each other. 
So change out of those sweatpants and take a walk down memory 
lane by showing each other just how irresistible you find each other in 
different ways.

         



         

        Serves as an exercise

        Make your sexy time into an easy exercise.

         According to research, you can actually burn 144+ calories per half-
hour every time you get down and dirty especially when you go to 
bed and make some noise.

        Do you know that?

        The key for high-calorie-burning sex is making it hot and making it 
last, say experts.

        You can also add a little moaning and sighing, which can help you 
burn an extra 18 to 30 calories.

        12. It can break your old routine

         The quickest way to cure relationship boredom is to mix it up. Start in 
the bed and have some simple yet sweet touch using your hands and 
sweet kiss or romantic love then start making love.

         Set your alarm for 15 minutes earlier than usual and pounce on him 
for a morning quickie. Initiate a teenager-like make-out during your 
next movie night. Wear your sexiest lingerie under the covers and 
surprise him next time he gets into bed. It might be exactly what your 
relationship needs.

        



        

        13. It makes you feel appreciated

        There are lots of ways couples can make each other feel appreciated 
like you can let him pick the movie two weeks in a row and the like.

          But one of the most powerful way is, you can spend the weekend in bed. 
Cancel your brunch plans, turn off your cell phones, stop on checking 
email, and have a sexy weekend for two, focusing on nothing but each 
other's pleasure for 48 hours. 

        14. It’s good for the both of you especially for the relationship

         Recent studies have shown that sex relieves stress and is associated 
with lower blood pressure. Need to burn some fats? Spend more time 
in bed. An hour of sex burns 170 calories or more. Get busy five 
times a week and you're looking at dropping a pound a month. It will 
make your relationship and life healthy.

          The more you have sex, the more you'll want to have sex though even if 
you're a bit iffy on intercourse now, you'll end up being eager to go in bed. 
The same will happen with your partner, so you two won't want to keep 
your hands off of each other.

         Breathe easily

         Sex is a natural antihistamine, helping to combat hay fever and 
asthma symptoms. Which means that it makes it easier for you to 
breathe. So if you've been having problems with your allergies lately, 
sex could be the cure you've been looking for.

         

         



        Good night's sleep

         This is a fantastic way to help you close those heavy eyes before 
your usual time. Sex is said to cause a drop in body temperature, and also 
appears to induce a deep sleep. Experts usually discourage exercise 
within a few hours of bedtime but the physical activity of sex seems to be 
a positive exception to that rule.

         Strengthens cardiac muscles 

         Sex isn't only good for your heart in terms of your emotional state.

         It's also good for your physical health.

         If you want your heart to stay strong, sex is a great way to make sure 
that your blood keeps pumping.

         15. Helps you know one another better

         You want your partner to know you inside and out even the deepest 
part of your personality, which means that you should learn how to 
pleasure one another. The more often you have sex, the better he'll 
get at making you happy. That’s why you should strip off your clothes 
whenever you can especially if you are having some time in bed or in 
a private room.Remember that always be romantic to one another.

          

          There are many ways how to show love and the everlasting romance with 
your love ones especially to your partner like reading poetry to each other 
under a tree on a hillside. Surprise each other with flowers when it isn't a 
special occasion. Plan a day when all you do is lie in bed, talk, and be 
intimate. The most important tool you have at your disposal is your attitude 
about sexuality. Armed with good information and a positive outlook, you 
should be able to maintain a healthy sex life for many years to come.



         

         Studies show that hugging for at least 30 seconds boosts the 
hormone oxytocin, which fosters feelings of trust and connection. To 
be sure it happens, decide on a time each day when you’ll embrace – 
perhaps before work or when you get home. Hugging sets the stage 
for more intimacy.

         Food for Though!

         At first, no one really gave sex a thought beyond how good it made 
humans feel while doing the deed but as the years passed by, we 
couldn’t ignore the effects of sex anymore since it is part of every 
relationship.

        Try to imagine, having great sex feels awesome and makes you feel 
all warm inside out with the one you love without shyness and fear. 
Indeed, sex is pretty important in a relationship for a lot of other 
reasons too.

         Having sex with someone you love and trust can make you feel a lot 
better and that’s why it’s so important in a relationship. Sex should 
feel relaxing and loving and full of love and romance which will knit 
your heart, mind and body as one with understanding and 
appreciation to one another. Romantic and controlled sex will lead to 
a better relationship which is strong and better since it was built with 
a great foundation of love and intimacy.

         In life and love, even though you are experiencing work pressure or 
financial difficulties, don’t bother your mind beyond those working 
hours, always find a time with your partner who will listen to you and 
use your relationship as a shoulder which you can lean on. No matter 
how cheerful or sad we may seem on the outside, our mind needs to 
relax and get a good burst of happy energy and make some happy 
memories and moments with someone we love. And that’s where sex 
can play such a great and happy part.
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	According to research, you can actually burn 144+ calories per half-hour every time you get down and dirty especially when you go to bed and make some noise.
	Do you know that?
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	Strengthens cardiac muscles
	Sex isn't only good for your heart in terms of your emotional state.
	It's also good for your physical health.
	If you want your heart to stay strong, sex is a great way to make sure that your blood keeps pumping.
	15. Helps you know one another better
	You want your partner to know you inside and out even the deepest part of your personality, which means that you should learn how to pleasure one another. The more often you have sex, the better he'll get at making you happy. That’s why you should strip off your clothes whenever you can especially if you are having some time in bed or in a private room.Remember that always be romantic to one another.
	
	There are many ways how to show love and the everlasting romance with your love ones especially to your partner like reading poetry to each other under a tree on a hillside. Surprise each other with flowers when it isn't a special occasion. Plan a day when all you do is lie in bed, talk, and be intimate. The most important tool you have at your disposal is your attitude about sexuality. Armed with good information and a positive outlook, you should be able to maintain a healthy sex life for many years to come.
	
	Studies show that hugging for at least 30 seconds boosts the hormone oxytocin, which fosters feelings of trust and connection. To be sure it happens, decide on a time each day when you’ll embrace – perhaps before work or when you get home. Hugging sets the stage for more intimacy.
	Food for Though!
	At first, no one really gave sex a thought beyond how good it made humans feel while doing the deed but as the years passed by, we couldn’t ignore the effects of sex anymore since it is part of every relationship.
	Try to imagine, having great sex feels awesome and makes you feel all warm inside out with the one you love without shyness and fear. Indeed, sex is pretty important in a relationship for a lot of other reasons too.
	Having sex with someone you love and trust can make you feel a lot better and that’s why it’s so important in a relationship. Sex should feel relaxing and loving and full of love and romance which will knit your heart, mind and body as one with understanding and appreciation to one another. Romantic and controlled sex will lead to a better relationship which is strong and better since it was built with a great foundation of love and intimacy.
	In life and love, even though you are experiencing work pressure or financial difficulties, don’t bother your mind beyond those working hours, always find a time with your partner who will listen to you and use your relationship as a shoulder which you can lean on. No matter how cheerful or sad we may seem on the outside, our mind needs to relax and get a good burst of happy energy and make some happy memories and moments with someone we love. And that’s where sex can play such a great and happy part.

